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ABSTRACT

A technique for performing calculational ly assisted
evaluations of shift-register coincidence counter data is
discussed. An example of a typical application for some
high mass PuO2 samples is presented. Methods for
applying the technique to general coincidence counter use
are described.

I. INTRODUCTION

The high-level neutr coincidence counter (HLNCC)' and the
active well coincidence counter (AWCC) have been developed at
the Los Alamos National Laboratory j.os Alamos) for use by Inter-
national Atomic Ene qy Agency (IAEA) personnel in assaying mate-
rials containing piutonium i""4 uranium. Both passive and active
assaying capabilities are ava.able with the HLNCC and AWCC. In
the passive mode, plutonium materials with high spontaneous fission
yield isotopes, that is, 2 3 8 P u , 2 4 0 P u , and 2 4 2 P u , are assayed by
determining coincident events between neutrons from spontaneous

fission. Materials composed primarily of isotopes with low spon-
235 233

taneous fission yields such as U and U are assayed in the ac-
tive mode by using small AmLi interrogation sources to induce fis-
sion in the sample. Active mode detector response results from
coincident events between neutrons from induced fission.



Ideally, a device such as the HLNCC or AMCC should exhibit
linear response of count rate vs mass when use4 to assay unknown
materials. For the HLNCC and AWCC over some limited material
ranges, the response is linear. However, in other ranges, effects
such as sample self-shielding and sample multiplication cause non-
linear responses. Such sample effects are further propagated in
the count rate by the shift-register (SR) electronics circuitry^
used with the HLNCC and AWCC. As shown in Ref. 4, SR circuitry
measures a response that is proportional to the neutron multiplici-
ty in the sample. Samples with little or no multiplication will
have smaller proportionality constants than samples with higher
multiplication. As a result of these nonlinear effects, efficient
and accurate operation of the HLNCC and AWCC depends on the avail-
ability of appropriate calibration techniques.

A combined calculation-experimental technique for assaying
unknown samples in SR coincidence counters is described in this
report. The calculational portion of the technique uses a method
developed by Stewart to generate correction factor data that
account for sample multiplication and SR effects on the coincidence
count rates. Calculationally corrected count rates are relative
quantities that must be normalized for the specific detector being
used. The normalization is accomplished by obtaining a count rate
in the detector of interest for a well-characterized material.
From this count rate and the appropriate correction factor, the
slope of a linear-corrected count rate vs mass curve is determined.
With this value for the slope that is a function of the detector
and type of material being measured, unknown samples can be evalu-
ated. The accuracy of the evaluation depends on how well the
"known" normalizing material represents unknown samples. Thus,
even though calculationally assisted calibration is possible for
coincidence counters, the method still requires at least one
experimental data point for normalization.



II. COINCIDENCE COUNTER CALIBRATION TECHNIQUES

The simplest and most accurate calibration technique is to
generate a calibration curve using various quantities of well-
characterized materials. When such calibration curves adequately
represent the composition and geometry of unknown samples, accu-
rate assays (probably within 1 percent) are possible with the HLNCC
and AWCC. IAEA inspectors encounter a wide variety of sample
types. Typically, materials might be oxides, fluorides, or metals
in powder, granular, or pellet form with varying amounts of impuri-
ties. Containers are not standard, varying in size and shape.
Because most of these parameters affect sample multiplication and
overall detector response, ideally a calibration curve representing
each possible assay situation would be appropriate. Generating all
such curves, however, is impractical because well-characterized
standard samples for all materials are simply not available. Thus,
alternative calibration techniques are needed.

One technique is to establish universal calibration curves that
represent many sample types. For instance, a single calibration
curve for PuO£ powder materials seems to be appropriate over a
large range of masses regardless of the relative isotopic composi-
tions. Such a curve has been recently used to correctly assay
several samples with compositions different from the samples used
in generating the curve. 7 Other types of PuO 2 samples (that is,
pel lets), however, appear to have slightly different characteristics
from powders, therefore requiring separate calibration curves.

Another approach to calibrating coincidence counter data is to
correct count-rate data for sample multiplication and shift-
register electronics effects using experimental techniques devel-
oped by Ensslin et al. With such correction factor techniques,
coincidence count rates are adjusted to yield linear responses of
corrected count rate vs sample mass. Application of experimen-
tally determined correction factors have three potential limita-
tions: (a) the technique is applicable only for passive assays of
materials with well-defined compositions, (b) careful background
measurements are necessary, and (c) errors in the experimentally
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d e t e r m i n e d v a l u e s b e g i n to g e t very l a r g e w h e n n e u t r o n m u l t i p l i c a -
8tion exceeds 1.5.

Because experimentally determined parameters are used in either
generating a calibration curve or using Ensslin's method for cor-
recting data, these two techniques should be used if at all possi-
ble when evaluating unknown samples. In the event these two tech-
niques are unavailable for a given sample material, an alternate
approach of usin<j calculational ly assisted calibration methods
is proposed.

III. CALCULATIONAL TECHNIQUES

Two previously developed passive-assay calculational tech-
niques ' were used in this investigation. Both methods, which
use modified versions of the neutron-photon Monte Carlo code
MCNP to predict different aspects of coincidence detector re-
sponses, were modified to include active-assay systems.

In the first technique, developed by MacDonald, the SR
electronic circuitry used for determining coincidence response
is modeled calculational ly. In this Monte Carlo simulation of SR
circuitry, neutrons released from either spontaneous or induced
fission are time-dependently transported to the He detector
tubes where He(n,p) reactions are tallied. Time from birth in
the sample to interaction with ^He is recorded for each neutron
and then compared with similar times for other fission neutrons to
determine coincident events. The model uses SR gate width, pre-
delay, and deadtimes to predict as accurately as possible the co-
incidence response. For active assaying, this technique was modi-
fied to include effects of using AmLi neutrons to induce fissions
in samples with low (<*,n) and spontaneous fission yields. Although

q

this calculational technique provides accurate results, exces-
sive computer execution times limit the usefulness. Generation of
many calibration curves to satisfy the needs of IAEA inspectors is
impractical because the total computer time required (even if
readily available) would be prohibitively expensive.



The second MCNP technique developed by Stewart assumes a known
detector response function to calculate sample-multiplication
correction factors. These correction factors are the ratio of the
detector response with sample self-shielding and multiplication to
the detector response without these effects. These correction
factors are sample dependent and are only loosely (through back-
scattering from detector walls) couplpd to detector geometries.

The technique has been extended to include active assaying by
redefining the denominator of the correction-factor term. For pas-
sive assays described above, the denominator is defined as the
coincidence response if all neutrons created in spontaneous fis-
sioning leak out of the sample without further interactions;
whereas, in the active mode, the denominator is defined as the
coincidence response resulting from all neutrons created in fis-
sions induced only by AmLi-source neutrons. The correction-factor
technique requires much less computer time than the full coinci-
dence response technique. For this reason the correction-factor
approach is far more practical as a coincidence counter calibration
tool.

One possible drawback to the correction-factor technique occurs
in high-multiplying samples. In Ref. 4, the coincidence response
for n net neutrons leaking from the sample into the detector is
shown to be proportional to

n(n - l)Pn ,

where P is the probability of n neutrons leaking. Correction
factors are calculated by MCNP by determining P values for this
coincidence response function. For low-multiplying samples, n
rarely exceeds 20. The P values for these samples are cor-
rectly predicted and the overall coincidence response function is
well-characterized. In samples with high multiplications, n > 20
leakage multiplication events are quite possible and potentially
very important because of the n(n - 1) term in the coincidence
response function. In MCNP, initial source event sampling is



somewhat limited, resulting in poor sampling for leakage events

with n > 20. The calculated Pn values for these high-

multiplication samples are too large, resulting in significantly

overpredicted correction factors. Techniques for correctly

calculating P for n > 20 have been investigated with mixed

success.

IV. VERIFICATION OF CORRECTION FACTOR TECHNIQUES FOR LARGE PuO 2

SAMPLES

The validity of Monte Carlo calculated correction factors for

PuO 9 samples with effective Pu masses less than 250 g has
^ 5

been previously demonstrated by Stewart et al. However, because
IAEA inspectors typically measure much larger PuO9 samples, veri-

240fication of correction factor techniques for effective Pu
masses larger than 250 g is needed. Data for some typical PuO9

240samples with oxide masses up to 3 kg and effective Pu masses

of nearly 600 g are shown in Table I. The effective Pu masses

were calculated from the formula ' .

2 4 0 P u e f f = 2.49( 2 3 8Pu) + ( 2 4 0Pu) • 1.57( 2 4 2Pu) .

Further descriptions of these sample compositions and containers

are given in Ref. 6« The declared mass density for these samples

is 2.5 g/cnr. However, because the largest sample (PuO9 mass

= 3 kg) had to be tapped lightly to make it fit in the container,

a mass density of 1.8 g/cm is probably more realistic. Coinci-

dence count rates for these samples are shown by the solid curve,

in Fig. 1.

Because a discrepancy exists in the sample mass density, cor-

rection factors were calculated from MCNP using both the 1.8 and
3

2.5 g/cm densities. Results of the calculations are shown in
Fig. 2, along with corresponding experimentally determined correc-
tion factors. The experimental values are taken from Ref. 6.



Oxide Mass (g)
500
1000
1500
2000
2500
3000

TABLE I

P11O2 STANDARDS

Pu Mass (g)
436.2
872.7
1308.5
1744,8
2181.7
2615.3

DATA

240Pu effective (g)
97.45
195.0
292.3
389.8
487.4
584.3

241

Pu ISOTOPIC COMPOSITION

Isotope wt% on 2 Oct. 1979

238
239
240
241
242

Am content: 2530 ppm in January 1977. Tap density: 2.5 g/cm*

0.
75,
20.
2.
0.

140
340
947
908
666

•8 MOO

COINCIDENCE RESPONSE

PuO, SAMPLES

LEGEND
= Uncorreeled Response
- Experimental
'Uonte Carlo - IB g/cm
• Monte Carlo - 25 i / cm

e
o

i »

COINCIDENCE CORRECTION FACTORS

P.iO2 SAMPLES
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o > Eipertmental
o > Uonte Carlo - !£ g/cm
. c Uonte Carlo - 25 g/cm

200

effective
9 400
Pu Mass (g)

JOO 300 ,OO

Effective * Pu Mass (g)

Fig. 1.
Coincidence rate vs 240pu_
effective mass for large PuO2
powder samples. The solid curve
represents the uncorrected count
rate. The dashed curves repre-
sent corrected count rates ob-
tained from three correction-
factor sets. (Note: Two of the
corrected curves have identical
slopes.)

Fig. 2.
Correction-factor sets for large
mass PuO2 powder samples ob-
tained from experimental means
and from calculational methods
using two different mass densi-
ties.



When data shown in Fig. 2 are used to correct experimental
count rates for sample multiplication, that is,

r- = R* , (1)
tf c

where R is the uncorrected count rate and Rc is the corrected
count rate, resulting linear responses are shown by the dotted
lines in Fig. 1. For these PuC^ samples, all three correction-
factor data yield linear corrected curves. The 1.8-g/cm cor-
rected count rate set has the same slope as data corrected using
experimental correction-factor techniques.

Ideally, the coincidence count rate should be directly propor-
tional to the material mass (M), that is,

R = R0M , (2)

where R is the count rate per unit mass. In reality, because
of sample multiplication and the SR electronics used in the HLNCC
and AWCC detectors, the true response is

R = R 0MC f(M) , (3)

where Cf(M) is the mass-dependent correction factor. Several
variations of Eq. (3) can be used in understanding coincidence
responses, that is,

R o - R/MC f(M) = Rc/M , (4)

M » R/R QC f(M) « R c/R 0 , and (5)

R/R o » MC f(M) . (6)

8



RQ values calculated from Eq. (4)

In Eq. (4), correction-factor data are used to determine the nor-
malized absolute detector count rate. In Eq. (5), the mass of the

«

material can be determined if RQ for a particular correction
factor curve is known. Equation (6) is used to separate basically

# 0

experimental data (R/RQ) from calculational data [MCf(M)]. For the
calculationally assisted calibration, Eq. (6) is used. The quan-
tity MCp(M) is calculated while R and RQ are measured

For the large PUO2 samples,
for the two calculated and one experimental correction-factor sets
are shown in Table II. Identical average Rn values were obtained
for the experimental and 1.8-g/cm correction-factor sets. The
average R value for the 2.5-g/cm set was 6.5 percent lower.
In Fig. 3, the individual R* values for each correction-factor
set are shown with the respective average values. All values are
within ±5 percent of the average value and in most cases the
numbers are within 2 percent.

Results obtained from using average values in Eq. (5) to cal-culate effective 240Pu masses are shown in Table III. Also shown

in Table III are masses obtained
by averaging the ' ° -'—3

2.5-g/cm3
1.8-g/cm and

masses. As is seen
from the data in Table III, all
three correction-factor sets
yield comparable results that
are quite good. The average
values obtained from the two
calculated correction-factor
sets are in excellent agreement
with the known masses.

These results, as well as
those described in Ref. 5,
demonstrate the validity of
Monte Carlo techniques for pre-
dicting coincidence counter
multiplication for PuOg and
similar materials. Large PuO 9

00
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a
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*5S
o

D
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• °
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Effective

D 4QO
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Fig . 3.
Normalized reponses for large
PUO2 powder samples using the
three xorrection- factor sets.
Dashed lines show ±5 percent
variance from the average values
shown.



TABLE I I

Ro VALUES FOR VARIOUS COKRECTION-FACTOR SETS

PuO2

Mass
(g)

500

1000

1500
2000
2500

3000

Effective
240Pu Mass

(g)
97.45

194.90

292.35
389.80

487.25

584.70

Uncorrected
Count Rate

is" 1 !

715.4

1609.4

2577.0
3553.6
4617.4

5811 .8

Correction Factors

Experimental

1.217

1.315

1.441
1.550

1.592

1.679

6 1.8 g/cn3 2.

1.245

1.382

1.454
1.523

1.553

1.614

5 g/c«i3

1.270

1.450

1.549
.625
.703

.804

Experimental

6.03

6.28

6.12
5.88
5.95

5.92

ft

1.8

5

5

6
5
6

6

0 3
g/c«

.90

.97

.07

.98

.10

.16

2.5 g/cni3

5.76

5.69

5.69
5.61

5.56

5.5)

Average 6.03 6.03 5.64

and other similar samples that are routinely inspected by IAEA
personnel can be calculationally modeled. The modeling does net
have to be exact, as demonstrated by the good results in * )le III
for both the 1.8- and 2.5-g/cm curves. Applications of calcula-
tional techniques for evaluating unknown samples are described in
the next section.

V. CALCULATIONALLY ASSISTED EVALUATION TECHNIQUES DESCRIPTION

In general, HLNCC or AWCC evaluation techniques are most ac-
curate when appropriate count rate vs mass calibration curves are

T A B L E I I I

EFFECTIVE 2 < 1 0Pu MASSES CALCULATED FROM AVERAGE RQ VALUES

Known
2«°Pu Mass

(a.)

97.45
'.95.00

292.30

389.80

487.40

584.30

Average

Average

' XError -

Experimental
Mass

(9)

97.49
202.97

296.57

380.21

480.99
574.04

*Error
|XError|

SErrora

0.04
4.08

1.46

-2.46

-1.31

-1.76

0.01

1.85

1.8
Mass

(9)

95.33
193.19

294.00
386.85

493.16

597.23

q/cnT

% Error

- 2 . 1 8
-0 .93

0.58

-0.76

1.18

2.21

0.02

1.31

mn * /Evaluated mass - Known mass \
Known mass /

2.5
Mass
_iiL
99.89

196.83

295.07
387.64

480.63

571.27

g/cm-

% Error

2.50
0.94

0.95

-0.55

-1.39

-2.23

0.04

1.43

Average
Mass

(9)

96.61

195.01
294.54

387.25

486.90

584.25

X Error

0.16

0.005
0.77

-0.66

-0 .10

-0.01

0.03

0.28

10



available. Often, however, for some material types, calibration
curves either do not exist or are inappropriate. Curves are inap-
propriate for a variety of reasons, but principally because mate-
rial parameters of the sample being evaluated differ from corre-
sponding parameters of the standard samples.

For evaluation situations where calibration data are unavail-
able, calculationaily generated data can be used. All that is re-
quired is 1) a normalization sample and 2) a set of correction-
factor calibration curves such as shown in Figs. 4 and 5. These
curves are extensions of the PuO? data described in Sec. IV. The
curves in Fig. 4 represent third-order polynomial fits, that is,

1.0

to the calculated data points where Cf is the correction factor

CORRECTION FACTOR MONOGRAPHS
PuOj SAMPLES

CORRECTION FACTOR MONOGRAPHS
PuO-, SAMPLES

UCDiD
• - Dtinllj - IB a /cm*
• - IVn. l t , - Z S /

IS

IS

17

IS

15

1.4

13

12

1.1

of
OS

TOO

•00

BOO

TOD-

BOO

300-

400-

300-

200

no-

100 ZOO 300 400 500

Effective ""Pu Mass (g)

Fig. 4.
Monograph of correction-factor
data for large PuC>2 samples.
For these curves, two sample
mass densities were considered.

Effective

Fig. 5.
Calibration curves relating
[Ro values to the effective
f0Pu mass of a sample. R is

the uncorrected count rate ob-
tained from the counter. Ro
is the normalized coincidence
response obtained for a given
sample type and a given set of
correction-factor data.
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and M is the effective * ^Pu mass. For the 1.8-g/cm3 curve,
the coefficients are

a, = 3.03 x 1 0 " 3 ,
0
"9

-6.46 x 10 , and

a 3 = 5.26 x 10

3
Corresponding values for the 2.5-g/cm curves are

a, = 3.44 x 1 0 " 3 ,
&2 = -7.05 x 10 , and
a 3 = 6.04 x 1 0 " 9 .

Error bars in Fig. 4 represent one standard deviation in the cal-
culated values. In Fig. 5, R/R Q values described in Eq. (6) are
plotted for the two correction-factor sets.

With calibration curves such as those shown in Fig. 5, masses

for unknown samples are found directly from the ratio of the
measured count rate (R) to the normalized ccunt rate (R ) once
» . o
RQ is determined. Because R depends nu the specific defector
being used and to a lesser degree on the type of material being
measured, techniques are required for establ i s!-ing R o. The sim-
plest way to obtain RQ for a detector is to measure a very small
sample that has little or no multiplication. For such a sample,
the correction factor (C f) is approximately one; and from Eq. (4),
RQ is then equal to the measured count rate divided by the ef-
fective mass of the sample. In principle, this R value inher-
ent to the detector and adjusted for a particular series of meas-

252
urements with the Cf normalization is adequate for all sam-
ples. Certainly in the absence of any other normalization, this
value can and should be used. The main problem associated with
using this inherent value of R Q is in applying correction-factor
curves that approximate actual sample parameters. If the parame-
ters used in selecting correction factor data are well defined and
a curve that basically satisfies these parameters is available,
then the inherent detector R Q should yield very accurate mass
12



results from Fig. 5 applications. If, however, parameters used to

generate a correction-factor curve do not match assay material

parameters well, significant errors can occur from using the inher-

ent R Q. To compensate for situations where sample parameters are

not well-characterized by a correction-factor curve, a detector-

mater ial-dependent value for RQ can be determined. This normal-

ization technique is contingent on the availability of a known

sample of the material being measured or of a very similar materi-

al'. With this known sample, an appropriate correction-factor

curve is selected from Fig. 4-type deta. A correction factor for

the known sample is found from Fig. 4 and R is determined from

Eq. (4). From this RQ value and the data in Fig. 5, the unknown

samples can be assayed by determining R/R Q and then finding the

appropriate mass. The accuracy of the detector-material normaliza-

tion depends on (a) how well R is established for a given set

of correction-factor data and (b) how well the material being

measured is characterized. One method for reducing errors is to

obtain average masses from two material-detector normalizations

using correction-factor data that bracket estimated material para-

meters .

As an example of how the technique is used, consider the- large

PuOo samples described in Table I. Assume that the sample with
240an effective Pu mass of 292.3 g is the known standard to be

used for normalization. From Table II, the coincidence count rate

lor this sample is 2577.0 s . From Fig. 4 it is seen that, for

a density of 1.8 g/cm3 and an effective °Pu mass of 292.3 g,

the correction factor is 1.465. Similarly, for thf 2.5-g/cm

curve in Fig. 4, a 292.3-g mass has a correction factor of 1.552.

From Eq. (4), that is,

R o = R/MC f(M) ,

the 1.8-g/cm and 2.5-g/cm density correction factors for the

292.3-g mass yield R Q values of 6.02 (s~ 1g" 1) and 5.68 ( s " 1 ^ " 1 ) ,

respectively. With these RQ values, R/R*o quantities for all

the samples in Table I are calculated as shown in Table IV. These

13



R/R valdes are then used along with the curves in Fig. 5 to

determine the sample m a s s e s . The R/R^ values obtained from the
3 •31.8-g/cm c o r r e c t i o n - f a c t o r set, that is, -1 -1

6.02 s g , are

used on the upper curve of Fig. 5 to determined m a s s e s . S i m i l a r l y ,
3 * *the 2.5-g/cm R / R o quantities are applicable to the lower curve on

Fig. 5. Masses obtained from Fig. 5 are shown in Table IV. Also

shown in Table IV are averages of the masses obtained from the

1.8-g/cm 3 and 2.5-g/cm 3 c o r r e c t i o n - f a c t o r data.

As is seen, all three sets of mass values shown in Table IV are

in ex c e l l e n t agreement with the known m a s s e s . The samples analyzed

in this example were very well characterized in com p o s i t i o n , in

conta i n e r geometry, and in detector c o n f i g u r a t i o n . From this in-

for m a t i o n , accurate correction factors were calculated resulting

in the exc e l l e n t agreement between predicted and actual m a s s .

Two sets of correction f a c t o r s , that is, for 1.8-g/cro and

2.5-g/cm mass d e n s i t i e s , were used in this example to illustrate

that excellent results can be obtained even if all parameters are

not known e x a c t l y . The reason either set yields such good results

is because both sets were applicable over the mass range of inter-

est and because of the n o r m a l i z a t i o n s . Normalization of each c o r -

rection factor set to experimental values compensates for dif-

ferences between actual sample parameters and parameters used in

T A B U IV

EVALUATED MASSES USING OE TECTOR-MAUR I A I N O A M A L I ZAT10*

Knoan
Effective

R/Rr Nass

240,Pu Mass

97.45

194.90

292.35

369.80

487.25

584.70

1.8 g/cm3 2.5 glcm3

118.84

267.34

428.07

590.30

767.01

965.42

125.95

283.35

453.70

625.63

812.92

1023.20

1.8 g/(V

95. C
197.0
294.0
390.0
490.0
596.0

;Error°

i .08
0.56
0.03
0.56
1 .93

2.5 g/c»J

9 8 . 0

19S.0

Z93.0

3 8 7 . 0

4 8 2 . 0

5 7 4 . 0

Ifrror

Average
Average

lError
I lErrorl

0.28
1.11

-0.47
0.74

0.34

0.43

XError . 100 •
/Evaluated aass - Known nass
\ Knonn aass ,

14



calculating correction-factor curves. These results demonstrate

that a unique correction-factor curve is not needed for each sam-

ple type. However, accuracy of results obtained does depend on tne

normalization.

VI. GENERAL APPLICATIONS

A. Preparation of Appropriate Correction-Factor Monographs

For general applications of calculational correct ion-factor

techniques, monographs of curves such as those shown in Figs. 6

and 7 could be prepared at Los Alamos for distribution to IAEA in-

spectors. Because of the total amount of computer time required

to generate a set of correction-factor curves, parameters should

not be varied arbitrarily. Instead, a narrow scope of values typ-

ical of the samples being evaluated by IAEA inspectors should be

specified and then appropriate curves generated.

CORRECTION-FACTOR MONOGRAPHS
PuO, SAMPLES

CORRECTION-FACTOR MONOGRAPHS

it

is

IT-

IS

IS

u

13-
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UCDtD
- 10 cm
- CO cm

• • I t aaUr - WO cm
- IZO cm

300 400 500 000 TOO

Effective "°Pu Man (g)

1 *

II
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14

13

12

MOO

1900

1400

I30O

IKO

noo
of too

TOO

900-

400

300-

KB-

UEEMD
o • DlaMtrr -
o * DtaHMCcr -
. -Diameter -
* • Dlrmeter -

PuOj SAMPLES

to cm
CO cm

MO cm
120 cm

Sy
300 4 » 900 aOO 700

Effective 2'°Pu Mass (g)

-1900

•1400

•roo

1200

1KB

•00

900

400

300

F i g . 6 .
Generalized correction - factor
data for large PuO2 powder
samples. In these curves all
parameters are fixed except the
diameter of the sample. The
diameter is varied over a range
of possible container sizes.

Fig. 7.
Calibration curves corresponding
to the correction —factor data
in Fig. 6.
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Three basic quantities, namely, mass density, geometry, and

material composition, are needed for correction-factor monographs.

Each monograph is generated by holding two of the parameters con-

stant while varying the third. For example, in Figs. 6 and 7, the
3

geometry is varied for a fixed density of 1.8 g/cm and a material
composition shown in Table I.

Ranges of values for two of the quantities, that is, mass den-

sity and geometry, can be easily established from knowledge of the

types of materials an IAEA inspector might want to measure end of

the types of containers in which these materials might be scored.

For instance, for UO^ powders, a mass range of 1.5-3.0 g/cm 3

would probably be appropriate. Generally, these types of samples

are contained in cylinders of varying radii ranging from 5-8 cm.

Thus, from these established ranges and from knowledge of material

compositions, a set of monographs such as those in Figs. 6 and 7

could be generated that would be applicable to most UOp powder

evaluations in an HLNCC. Similar types of curves could be prepared

for other material types.

Specification of material composition parameters is more dif-

ficult than specifying mass density or geometry parameters. Knowl-

edge of material composition is needed for specifying two sets of

parameters in the Monte Carlo correction-factor calculations.

First, the actual material specification used for the sample being

modeled is determined from relative isotopic abundances. Multipli-

cation and self-shielding effects in the sample are very dependent

on these material composition specifications. Second, proportion-

ate spontaneous fission and (o,n) neutron emission rates in the

sample are also dependent on the isotopic composition. Correction

factors for materials containing both spontaneous fission and (a,n)

sources are very dependent on the relative emission rates from

these sources. Thus 3 an accurate knowledge of the isotopic compo-

sition is needed and such compositions should be varied in a real-

istic manner. For instance, attempts to study (a,n) emission rates

without varying the isotopic composition of the material specifi-

cation would result in meaningless correction factors. Similar

meaningless results would be obtained by varying the material
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specifications without also changing the ratio of spontaneous fis-

sion events to (<*,n) events. To vary these parameters in concert

for arbitrary materials, some knowledge of the way isotopic compo-

sitions might change is needed. Such knowledge could be obtained

from information shown in Fig. 8. In this figure, plutonium iso-

topic dependence on exposure is shown for typical pressurized water

reactor (PWR) fuel. These data were calculated by the EPRI-CINDER

code 11 for fuel from the H. B. Robinson unit 2 reactor. In the

correction-factor calculations, such data, which represent actual

relative isotopic compositions, should be used for varying (o,n)

and spontaneous fission neutron production rates and the corre-

sponding material specifications. In this manner, the correlation

between neutron emission rates and material composition can be

accurately modeled as a function of exposure. For the correction-

factor monographs, data would then be generated for a given expo-

sure range.

B. Inspector Use

Monographs like those in

Figs. 6 and 7 can be used by

IAEA inspectors to assist in

evaluating unknown samples. If

the density, geometry, and com-

positions are known for the sam-

ple being measured, then the

appropriate correction-factor

curve is chosen and the proce-

dures in Sec. V are performed

to determine the effective

* "Pu mass. If parameters are

unknown, then estimates should

be made in order to select a

curve. For samples without

well-defined characteristics,

better results are obtainable

if two correction-factor curves

CALCULATIONALLY ESTIMATED QUANTITIES
PWR SENSITIVITY SERIES — CASE A-2

3

K.

Exposure (GWd/lU)

Fig . 8.
Calculated buildup and depletion
of the plutonium isotopes as a
function of exposure. These
data are for samples taken from
the H. B. Robinson unit 2 reac-
tor.
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with p a r a m e t e r s that bracket estimated values are used. As shown

in Sec. V, averaged masses obtained from a p p l i c a t i o n s of two or

more c o r r e c t i o n - f a c t o r curves can yield more accurate r e s u l t s . In

general, the overall accuracy of the evaluation will depend on how

well c o r r e c t i o n - f a c t o r curves represent material parameters and on

the n o r m a l i z a t i o n .

With these t e c h n i q u e s , an inspector can evaluate samples for

which calibration curves do not exist. A l s o , an inspector can use

the techniques as a means of verifying results obtained directly

from a calibration c u r v e . Large discrepancies between masses ob-

tained from the c o r r e c t i o n - f a c t o r method and from a calibration

curve could indicate sample c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s that are different from

c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s of the calibration s t a n d a r d s . In this case, an

inspector should attempt to resolve the differences by using other

m e a s u r e m e n t techniques or by attempting to better quantify sample

p a r a m e t e r s .

M o n o g r a p h s of correction factor data could be used by inspec-

tors in the field to e v a l u a t e samples as they are being m e a s u r e d .

In this m a n n e r , a real time a c c o u n t a b i 1 i t y is achieved. As stated

e a r l i e r , the accuracy of the technique depends on how well

c o r r e c t i o n - f a c t o r data correspond to actual sample parameters and

on the n o r m a l i z a t i o n . If both conditions are well satisfied, then

1-2 percent accuracies are o b t a i n a b l e . Poorly satisfied conditions

may result in accuracies between 5 and 10 p e r c e n t . For the latter

c a s e , accuracy can be improved by using average values obtained

from applying more than one correction factor set, that is, c h o o s -

ing sets which bracket probable sample p a r a m e t e r s . This method

also provides a means for verifying masses obtained from other

m e t h o d s and for adjusting data to account for slight variations in

sample p a r a m e t e r s . The ability to verify masses from other m e t h o d s

improves the sensitivity of the instrument. C o r r e c t i o n - f a c t o r

techniques also increase d e t e c t a b i 1 i t y limits because materials for

which generic calibration curves do not exist can still be e v a l u -

ated.

In p r i n c i p l e , the technique can be used for any sample type

that might be evaluated in an HLNCC. H o w e v e r , because of problems
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in calculating correction factors for highly multiplying m a t e r i a l s ,

the dynamic range of the technique may be limited to materials

that have correction factors of 5 or less.

V I I . CONCLUSIONS

When appropriate experimental calibration methods are unavail-

able, calculational techniques can be used to support coincidence

counter evaluations of unknown m a t e r i a l s . Correction-factor curves

accounting for sample multiplication effects can be prepared using

Monte Carlo computer t e c h n i q u e s . Such curves are used to adjust

experimental data and determine material m a s s e s . Effective use of

the correction-factor technique requires a physical sample with

known characteristics for normalizing the correction-factor data.

In selecting an appropriate c o r r e c t i o n - f a c t o r curve for the sample

being evaluated, some knowledge (either known or e s t i m a t e d ) of

material composition and geometry is required. For evaluations

with estimated parameters or for evaluations where known parameters

are not exactly specified by a specific correction curve, average

values for the mass should be obtained by using more than one

curve. In such s i t u a t i o n s , selected correction-factor curves

should represent as nearly as possible actual sample p a r a m e t e r s .

Accuracy associated with using correction-factor techniques

depends on two factors: namely, how well normalizing samples r e p r e -

sent materials being evaluated and how well sample parameters are

known or estimated. Generally, 2 percent or better numbers can be

obtained with proper normalization and material s p e c i f i c a t i o n s .

Poorly characterized parameters probably will result in errors of

5 to 10 percent if a single value is determined and 2 to 6 percent

if average values are used.

Correction-factors calculated with Monte Carlo techniques are

fairly accurate in representing samples with low or moderate m u l -

t i p l i c a t i o n s . Because of sampling problems in the Monte Carlo

c a l c u l a t i o n s , correction factors for materials with high m u l t i p l i -

cations are generally overpredicted. Monographs of c o r r e c t i o n -

factor curves can be generated for various material c o m p o s i t i o n s ,
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geometries, and mass densities. However, some guidance is neces-

sary in choosing parameters typical of the materials that would be

evaluated by IAEA inspectors. Generating many curves is time

consuming both in setting up the problems for execution on the

compjter and in actual computer execution time. Thus only curves

representing realistic data should be generated.
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